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Fine Arts Revisited for information 

purposes

 Honors sections of existing arts courses have been approved by Honors 

Program: 

– ARTS 101H Exploration of the Visual Arts Honors – Prerequisite: Student must 

be enrolled in the honors program.

– ARTS 211H Art History I Honors – Prerequisite: Student must be enrolled in the 

honors program and have completed ARTS 101 with a grade of C or better

– ARTS 212H Art History II Honors – Prerequisite: Student must be enrolled in 

the honors program and have completed ARTS 211 with a grade of C or better.

– Add the following words to the course description of each:

In addition to all other class requirements, honors students will be required to spend an 

additional 15-20 hours on a field research assignment.  This will entail: 1) Meeting 

with the instructor outside of class to establish an appropriate venue and research 

topic. 2) Preparing an itinerary. 3) Travelling to the art museum and spending the 

time necessary to gather all the information. 4) Writing a paper about the exhibition. 

5) Preparing a PowerPoint presentation. 6) Presenting to the class.
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English and Modern Languages

 Changes to the requirement for 12 credits of foreign language 

to 6 credits of foreign language with corresponding change to 

18 credits of English electives (300-400 level classes)

 Changes are intended to make major more appealing and 

relevant to students.
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Hospitality and Tourism 

Management

 Changes to prerequisites:

– PGMT 350 Golf Shop Operations – from PGMT 122 and HMGT 

305 to PGMT 322 Professional Golf Management II.  This course 

is the appropriate prerequisite.

– PMGT 222 Professional Golf Management I – from PGM Major 

to PGMT 122 Orientation to Professional Golf Management.  

This course is the appropriate prerequisite.
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Mathematics

 Change number of MATH 101 to MATH 099 to comply with 

MHEC requirements that remedial courses be numbered 

lower than 100.

 Create new course in Mathematical Literacy MATH 103 for 

students who do not need higher level mathematics as part of 

their curriculum.  Course content has been determined by 

MHEC to be consistent across Maryland.  No resource 

implications because students in this course will not be taking 

another math course.
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Pharmacy

 New: Online Post-Baccalaureate Certificate Program in Rural 

Health Disparities and Social Inequities

 Four new online courses:
– RUHE 501 Fundamentals of Rural Health and Rural Health Disparities

– RUHE 502 Rural Health Policy, Program Development and Community Engagement

– RUHE 503 Rural Health Disparities/Social Determinants of Health (SDH) Contributing 

Factors, Key Diseases and Disorders

– RUHE 504 Rural Health and Health Disparities/Inequities Capstone Project

 Significant need for training in this area of health services

 Nothing like the program in the state or region

 Taught by clinical professors (adjuncts) or existing faculty

 Graduate level courses that can be accessed by professionals 

from many different backgrounds.
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Thank You!
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